
SELECTING AN ELTRA ENCODER
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There are many factors to consider when choosing an encoder.
These are some of the main ones.

Other factors may also be important depending the application.

BODY SIZE

MOUNTING STYLE

RESOLUTION

SHAFT SIZES

ZERO PULSE

SHAFT LOADS

ENVIRONMENT

OPERATING TEMPERATURE

SHAFT SPEED

POWER SUPPLY

OUTPUT SIGNALS

CONNECTIONS

OUTPUT PROTECTION

LINEAR MEASUREMENT

INCREMENTAL OR ABSOLUTE

ELTRA encoders range from 30mm to 120mm body diameter.
Small encoders are not as rugged as large ones and have smaller shaft sizes.

There are two main mounting styles, flange mounting and hollow shaft mounting.
Flange mounting encoders normally attach to a machine by bolts or tapped holes on the flange.
Hollow shaft encoders are mounted on a shaft and a restraint prevents the encoder from rotating.
Some flange mounting encoder models have servomounting clamps for angular adjustment of the encoder to be adjusted before locking.

ELTRA encoders have a minimum resolution of 1 pulse/rev and a maximum of 25000 pulses/rev.
The resolution numbers vary with different models and change over time depending on popularity..
Typical resolution numbers are decimal numbers (10,100,1000...), binaries(512, 1024, 2048...) and angular (180, 360, 720...).

ELTRA make encoders with shaft sizes ranging from 4mm to 60mm diameter. Shaft sizes vary with different models.
Hollow shaft encoders can have larger shaft sizes.

Most ELTRA encoders can be ordered with a zero pulse. This is a single pulse output that occurs once per revolution.
It is used to reference a zero position (eg. datum) or counting number of revolutions.

When selecting a flange mounting encoder, consider radial and axial shaft loads to avoid bearing failure.

ELTRA encoder models range from IP54 to IP67 protection.

Most ELTRA encoders normally operate at minimum ambient temperature of -20 C and maximum of 60 C.
Some magnetic encoders will operate at 125 C. It depends on the encoder model.

Maximum encoder shaft speed is normally 3000 rpm. Some encoders go upto 6000 or 10000 rpm.
Some models are restricted to 3000 rpm when there is shaft seal with high IP rating.

All ELTRA encoders run on a DC power supply. Most have built in regulators and will run on 8 to 24V or 5 to 28V.
Some encoders with line driver output run on 5V.

Several output signal types are available, depending on the receiving instrument.
The main ones are NPN or PNP voltage output, NPN or PNP open collector, Push-Pull and Line Driver.
Push-Pull outputs are good for most applications as they are compatible with both NPN ot PNP devices.
Line driver outputs are good for long cable lengths and electrically noisy environments.

Encoders are available with flying cable or Mil Spec multipin connectors.
Multipin connectors more expensive but make installation easier.
Encoders can be ordered with extra long cable or a connector on the end of the cable.

Encoders can be ordered with output protection to prevent damage from short circuits.

If you need to measure linear motion instead of rotary, consider using a linear encoder like a rack and pinion or magnetic strip.

There are two main types of encoder, incremental and absolute.
Incremental encoders output pulses when the shaft is rotated and only measure relative movement. If the power supply is disconnected, and
then reapplied the position reading is lost. Absolute encoders (single and multiturn) always know their position, even after power failure.
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